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When we talk about celebration, we usually 
infer something done that warrant a celebration. 
The excerpt below puts a new ting to the 
meaning of celebration. It affects our notion that 
celebration is time sensitive. But in effect, it’s a 
position of awareness and power us to focus on 
the beauty of Life and our creations. 
The excerpt was taken from the book The 
Goddess Baby Speaks by Zeljka Roksandic. 
This soon to be released book offers dialogues 
between the grandmother and her new born 
granddaughter, Klea. Many of the dialogues 
share profound insight to Life and Life matters. The unique aspect about these 
conversations is the fact that grandma is a clairvoyant healer who can easily and precisely 
communicate with Klea’s Soul. The diary with Klea extended for the first three months 
since birth. 

 August 13 – Friday 

Granny: Today is your Grandpa Robert’s birthday. He is 65 years old. He loves life. He 
loves you. Do you have a message for him? 

Klea: Celebrate all the time. Being born here on Earth should be celebration all the time. 
There are so many reasons for celebration. 

Granny: What do you mean? People here need to work long hard hours for a living. There 
are not too many people that can take the time and resources to celebrate.  Or worse yet, 
have a reason to celebrate their Life. 

Klea: You do not celebrate Life but Birth of Life. Every day you are born again and again. 
If you celebrate Life you are stuck in the process that already has past. If you celebrate 
birth, then you are at the beginning of adventure that has all possibilities for you to expand, 
at the beginning of the journey that has only now and future. You must feel great knowing 
that the door of birth just opened for you to go through and celebrate. Celebrate every 
step forward, celebrate what you see, touch, smell. Celebrate your babies. Everyone likes 
babies because they bring new birth of Life to the Earth. With babies, all past begins to 
fade. Celebrate your creations. 

Is it time to celebrate who you are? To gather precious Life Energy in this moment to give 
thanks for the next moment. To reinforce your gratitude for the creations that are 



forthcoming. Planting good and beautiful seeds for the future are equally, if not, more 
important that putting emphasis on the past. Many of my Chinese friends say that they 
eat desert before the entrée. Isn’t that celebrating the dinner. It’s the Life Energy that we 
are talking about. 

So where do you want to put your energy: before or after? It’s your choice. And whatever 
decision you make, you should celebrate it. 

Have fun… 
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Robert V. Gerard brings 49+ years experience in Senior 
Management, Financial and Marketing. He currently 
serves as a Senior Partner within Green Way 
Pavements directing Financial, Marketing and Training 
Operations. Previously Dr. Gerard was the publisher of 
Oughten House Publications. He keeps a super 
positive attitude and enjoys presenting information to 
enlighten individual pursuits in both personal and 
business sectors. Dr. Gerard’s educational and 

professional qualifications include AAS (Associate in Applied Science) in Civil 
Engineering Technology; B.S. in Social Psychology; M.S. in Human Resources 
Management; and a Doctorate in Metaphysical Philosophy and Spiritual 
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